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Handling New Adversaries in Secure Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Virgil D. Gligor

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

1. The Problem
Invariably, new technologies introduce new vulnerabilities which often enable new attacks by increasingly

potent adversaries. Yet new systems are more adept at handling well-known attacks by old adversaries
than anticipating new ones. Our adversary models seem to be perpetually out of date: often they do not
capture adversary attacks and sometimes they address attacks rendered impractical by new technologies.
An immediate consequence of using an out-of-date adversary model with a new technology is that security
analysis methods and tools cannot possibly handle the new vulnerabilities thereby leaving users exposed to
new attacks. An equally compelling reason for investigating new adversarial capabilities in Mobile Ad-hoc
Networks (MANETS) is this: without a precise adversary definition the very notion of security becomes
undefined. For instance, the fundamental question of "what is the set of threats addressed" by a given
secure protocol cannot be answered without an adversary definition.

In short, we need to provide (1) a new definition for the new adversary attacks made possible by Mobile
Ad-hoc Networks (MANETS), (2) demonstrate that this new definition is more general than the traditional,
formal network adversary models (including the classic Dolev-Yao and Byzantine models), (3) illustrate
how this new adversary is countered with new practical protocols that operate under realistic performance
and cost constraints. Interesting protocols to investigate using the new adversarial definition include those
typically used in MANET management, distributed sensing and data fusion, as well as the more traditional
authentication protocols for principal and node-to-node authentication.

2. Background
A common vulnerability of MANETS, and in general of all networks whose nodes operate in hostile

environments, is is the possibility of physical capture and control of network devices by an adversary. Frank
Stajano's "big stick principle," which states that whoever has physical control of a device is allowed to take
it over, suggests that such an adversary is "difficult" to counter. In fact, no amount of device protection, nor
increased computational workload imposed on this adversary, seems to suffice: the adversary can selectively
control the inputs to network devices without causing physical tampering and thus can corrupt network
operations, and can selectively jam the outputs of network devices in a stealthy manner and thus deny
network operations. This implies that protecting device secrets (e.g., cryptographic keys) via physical security

measures, which currently range from those employed by smartcards (very little tamper resistance) to those
of IBM 4758 crypto co-processors (highest FIPS 140 evaluation), is both unrealistic and inadequate in the
face of the new adversary. Even when the cost of strong physical security measures is affordable in some
traditional networking environments (e.g., banking), such protection is inadequate in MANETS because
access to a node's internal state is (1) usually possible without direct access to the protected cryptographic
keys and (2) typically the form factors and resource requirements (e.g., energy) of the protective devices
(e.g., IBM 4758 card) are not suitable for the limited power and small form-factor MANET nodes. Thus, in
captured MANET nodes (e.g., PDAs, laptops) access to the internal states by an adversary cannot always
be prevented.

A further problem caused by this new and "difficult" adversary is that of adaptive capture of MANET
nodes: once a node is physically captured and its internal state discovered, all the secrets (e.g., crypto-
graphic keys) which the node may use for authentication with with other nodes are compromised. Now the
adversary can proceed to selectively capture additional nodes that execute network applications. Thus the
new adversary can control multiple nodes of a network thereby enabling collusion attacks perpetrated by
cooperating captured nodes.



A new MANET adversary model should include new features that are currently not present in the
traditional formal models. To see this, let us recall, for instance, the key features of the Dolev-Yao model
that dominated most analysis of cryptographic protocols for the past two decades. The Dolev-Yao model
has three basic components, namely:

1) the presence of the the "man-in-the-middle" (MITM) everywhere in the network. That is, the adversary
can launch any MITM attack on any and all network links and thus can read, replay, block, insert messages
anywhere.

2) the adversary can send and receive messages from any legitimate principal (e.g., node) of the network.
Thus, the adversary can freely communicate with all legitimate principals and nodes of the network and use
them as oracles in attempts to discover secrets and forge messages. And,

(3) the adversary can be a legitimately registered principal of the network. Thus, s/he can attack other
network nodes by exploiting protocol features and vulnerabilities.

While the Dolev-Yao adversaries appear to be extremely powerful in any network, they lack the capa-
bilities of the new network adversary enabled by MANETS. For instance, the Dolev-Yao adversary cannot
capture network nodes an discover other principals' or other nodes' secrets. Further, this adversary does
not address the threat of collusion attacks launched by cooperating captured nodes under the adversary's
control. Finally, this adversary cannot modify a network's trust and physical topology. For instance, a
Dolev-Yao adversary cannot read a node's internal state, replicate it on other nodes under its control and
insert the controled nodes within the network.

A similar analysis shows that the traditional Byzantine adversaries typically used in consensus protocols
are also less general than the new MANET adversaries. For example, such adversaries have a "threshold" be-
havior: below a fixed threshold of captured nodes they can be countered (e.g., 1/3 captured nodes if message
authentication cannot be provided and a simple minority, otherwise). In MANETS applications, substantial
damage can be perpetrated even by capturing substantially fewer nodes than the Byzantine thresholds indi-
cate. Further, the traditional notion of adversary "mobility," which suggests that the Byzantine adversary
captures a set of up to "t" nodes in some protocol state and then captures a totally different set of up to
"t" nodes in another state [5], has changed. The new adversary's behaviour is monotonic and not limited to
"t" nodes: once a node is captured, it stays that way and the number of captured nodes is not limited to a
fixed threshold value, "t."

3. What is Needed ?
We suggest that an adversary model is needed that is suitable for the new threats posed by using MANET

technologies in hostile environments. Once a comprehensive definition of the adversary is given, it become
necessary to investigate how this adversary can be handled in practical ways within the preformance and
cost constraints of typical MANETS. Specifically we nned to investigate how to handle the new adversary
within specific MANET protocols.

While perfect physical security of ad-hoc network devices is both currently unrealistic and fundamentally
inadequate a goal, "good-enough" network security in the face of "difficult" MANET adversaries can be
obtained with relatively inexpensive technologies. For example, algorithmic adversary-detection technologies
can be based on emergent properties and protocols. Intuitively, emergent properties are features that cannot
be provided by individual network nodes themselves but instead result from interaction and collaboration
among these nodes. Although one may think of the creation of an ad-hoc network as a set of emergent
connectivity and routing properties, our primary focus is on the specific properties that may emerge after
the ad-hoc networks are thus established. The emergent properties and protocols we propose to study for
the handling of "difficult" MANET adversaries are different from traditional network properties established
via protocol interactions in several fundamental ways. First, it is possible that neither the time nor the
locus of emergence of these properties can be easily anticipated. Second, the emergence of these properties
may be uncertain, in the sense that it may be probabilistic. Third, these properties may be transient, in
the sense that they may disappear from the ad-hoc network during normal operation and not as a result of
exceptional events; e.g., node or protocol failures.
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We believe emergent properties and protocols are essential to handling "difficult" adversaries; e.g., ad-
versaries that exceed the powers of the traditional "Dolev-Yao" and "Byzantine" adversaries. Emergent
properties can be used to detect, often probabilistically, the presence of a "difficult" adversary and to pin-
point with reasonable accuracy the affected network area (e.g., identify a specific captured node, a particular
property of captured nodes) [6, 4]. Correct assessment of node capture and replication is important for oth-
erwise false detection may also lead to node revocation [2], which in turn may lead to network partitioning
and denial of service. Similarly missed detection may lead to node replication and collusion among replicas
also leading to network partitioning and/or false data injection and application corruption.

Finally, emergent properties help determine the scalability and resilience of ad-hoc networks. For example,
emergent properties (such as establishment of secure communication paths in sensor networks via random
key pre-distribution) may place constraints on the network size but may also imply resilience of network
communications below a certain threshold of compromised nodes [1].
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fOverview

1. New Technologies often require a New Adversary
Definition

Ex. - sensor and mesh networks, MANETs

2. Continuous Vulnerability State: use old Adversary Models
for New Technologies

3. Challenge: Define New Adversary Models and Security
Protocols to Handle New Threats in a Timely Manner

Copynght © 2006
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A system without an adversary definition cannot
possibly be insecure; it can only be astonishing...

... astonishment is a much underrated security vice.
(Principle of Least Astonishment)

Copyright 2006
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, Why an Adv. Def. is a fundamental concern ?

1. New Technology > Vulnerability -> Adversary <-> Methods & Tools

confidentiality and sys. vs. user mode ('62->)
integrity breaches; rings, sec. kernel ('65, '72)
system penetration; FHM ('75) theory/tool ('91)*

(early - mid 1960s) acc. policy models ('71)

DoS instances DoS = a diff. prob.(83-'85)*
formal spec. & verif. ('88)*
DoS models ('92 ->)

(early - mid 1970s)

- PCs, LANs; read, modify, block, "man in the middle'informal: NS, DS ('78-81)
public-domain Crypto replay, forge active, adaptive semi-formal: DY ('83)
(mid 1970s) messages network adversary Byzantine ('82 ->)

crypto attk models ('84->)
auth. prot. analysis (87->)

large-scale effects: virus scans, tracebacks
(mid - late 1980s) worms, viruses, intrusion detection

DDoS (e.g., flooding) (mid '90s ->)
2. Technology Cost -> 0, Security Concerns persist Copyright 2006
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, tiContinuous State of Vulnerability

New New New New Analysis
Technology => Vulnerability -> Adversary Model <-> Method & Tools

+/- O(months) +O(years)

+O(years)

a perennial challenge ("fighting old wars")

/Reuse of Old
New New Old (Secure)
Technology -> Vulnerability Adversary Model Systems &

mismatch 
Protocols

Copyright © 2006
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4New vs. Old Adversary

Od (NS, Dolev-Yao) Adversary can
- control network operation

- man-in-the-middle: read, replay, forge, block, modify, insert messages
anywhere in the network

- send/receive any message to/from any legitimate principal (e.g., node)
- act as a legitimate principal of the network

Old (NS, Dolev-Yao) Adversary cannot
- discover a legitimate principal's secrets
- adaptively capture legitimate principals' nodes
- modify network and trust topology (e.g., by node replication)

New Adversary =/= Old (NS, Dolev-Yao) Adversary
- replicated nodes can adaptively modify network and trust topology

Copynghl 2006

VDG, Feb 22, 2007
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A New App.: Distributed Sensing

Copyright © 2006
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Distributed Sensing

Application: a set of m sensors observe and signal an event
- each sensor broadcasts "1" whenever it senses the event;

else, it does nothing
- if t = m broadcasts, all m sensors signal event to neighbors; else do nothing

Operational Constraints
- absence of event cannot be sensed (e.g., no periodic "0" broadcasts)
- broadcasts are reliable and synchronous (i.e., counted in sessions)

Adversary Goals: violate integrity (i.e., issues t : m/2 false broadcasts)
deny service (i.e., t > m/2, suppresses m-t+I broadcasts)

New (Distributed-Sensing) Adversary
- captures (i.e., any of m) nodes, forge, replay or suppress broadcasts

(within same or across different sessions)
- increases broadcast count with outsiders' false broadcasts Copyrigh, 2006
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An Example: distributed revocation decision
[IEEE TDSC, Sept. 2005]

m=6, t = 4 votes in a session => revoke target

Communication revocation
Neighborhoo

hopyngh © 20 6
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New v.Old Adversary

_@A (Reactive) Byzantine Agreement Problem"?
- both global event and its absence are ("1/0") broadcast by each node
- strong constraint on t ; i.e., no PKI => t > 2/3m; PKI => t >m/2
- fixed, known group membership

A: No. Byzantine Agreement Problem =
=> Constrained Distributed Sensing

(i.e., "1/0" broadcasts, constrained t, constrained membership)
=> Distributed Sensing

New (Distributed-Sensing) Adv. =/= Old (Byzantine) Adv.
- new adversary need not forge, initiate, or replay "0" broadcasts
- new adversary's strength depends on a weaker t (e.g., t < m/2)
- new adversary may modify membership to increase broadcast count ( > t)

Copyight 2006
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, ti Countermeasures for Handling New Adv.?

1. Detect adversary's effect and recovery
- Ex. node replica attacks
- Cost ? Traditional vs. Emergent Protocols
- Advantage: always possible, good enough detection
- Disadvantage: "when you've been had, you've been had by a

professional [S. Lipner cca. 1985]"

2. Avoidance: detect adversary's presence
- Ex. Periodic monitoring
- Cost vs. timely detection ? False negatives/positives ?
- Advantage: avoids damage done by new adversary
- Disadvantage: not always practical in MANETs, sensor and

mesh networks

3. Prevention: survive attacks by "privileged insiders"
- Ex. Subsystems that survive administrators' attacks (e.g., auth)
- Cost vs. design credibility ? Manifest correctness
- Advantage: prevent damage; Disadvantage: very limitrqj006
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Conclusions

1. New Technologies => New Adversary Definitions
- avoid "fighting the last war"

2. No single method of countering new and powerful adversaries
- detection
- avoidance
- prevention

3. How effective are the countermeasures ?
- provide good enough security; e.g., probabilistic security
properties

Copyright ©C 2006
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